A cheminformatic toolkit for mining biomedical knowledge.
Cheminformatics can be broadly defined to encompass any activity related to the application of information technology to the study of properties, effects and uses of chemical agents. One of the most important current challenges in cheminformatics is to allow researchers to search databases of biomedical knowledge, using chemical structures as input. An important step towards this goal was the establishment of PubChem, an open, centralized database of small molecules accessible through the World Wide Web. While PubChem is primarily intended to serve as a repository for high throughput screening data from federally-funded screening centers and academic research laboratories, the major impact of PubChem could also reside in its ability to serve as a chemical gateway to biomedical databases such as PubMed. This article will review cheminformatic tools that can be applied to facilitate annotation of PubChem through links to the scientific literature; to integrate PubChem with transcriptomic, proteomic, and metabolomic datasets; to incorporate results of numerical simulations of physiological systems into PubChem annotation; and ultimately, to translate data of chemical genomics screening efforts into information that will benefit biomedical researchers and physician scientists across all therapeutic areas.